Editors’ Introduction
   Gail Weiss and Alan D. Schrift

SPEP Plenary Address: Take Back the Camera: Race and Agonism in Mr. Deeds and The Fits
   Bonnie Honig

SPEP Co-Director’s Address: The Question of the Normal
   Gail Weiss

Critical Encounters: Philosophy, Literature, Psychoanalysis

The Dred Scott Ontology and the Philosophical Significance of Slave Narratives
   Robin M. Muller (Junior Scholar Award)

The Condensation of the Secret: Dream Analysis and the Literary Fragment
   Jake Reeder

Juliette’s Endless Prosperities: Foucault avec Lacan on Sade’s Illustrious Villain
   Nicole Yokum

Queering/Questioning Gender

Kant Conjectures: The Genesis of the Feminine
   Amie Leigh Zimmer (Graduate Student Award)
194 Queering Gestell: Thinking Outside Butler's Frames and Inside Belu's Reproductive Enframing
Jill Drouillard

206 Cis Sense and the Habit of Gender Assignment
Megan Burke

Deterritorializing Traditions

219 Is Philosophy Western? Some Western and East Asian Perspectives on a Metaphilosophical Question
Bret W. Davis

232 Negativity in Spinozist Politics
Gil Morejón

244 Making Sense of Problems: Toward a Deleuzo-Humean Critical Theory
Jeffrey A. Bell

German Philosophy: Variations on a Historical Movement

254 The Rhythm of Hegel's Speculative Logic
John Montani

264 A Phenomenology of the Work of Attention
Hanne Jacobs

277 Explaining It Away? On the Enigma of Time in Husserl's Phenomenology of Time-Consciousness
Renxiang Liu

290 Heidegger's Nietzsche and The Origin of the Work of Art
Jessica S. Elkayam